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You Haven't Seen The Best Of Me! Vol.15 (Yaoi Manga)

2018-07-05

if all the world s a stage then are all the men and women really merely players for sakuya it all
started out as an innocent game why don t you pretend to be a girl and approach my brother yuuki
said that s a great idea responded sakuya who unbeknownst to him would begin to discover he and
yuuki s brother shared not only many things in common but mutual feelings for each other known as
sakura to yuuki s brother sakuya finds himself caught between a rock and a hard place as his
feelings for yuuki s brother continue to increase will sakuya have the courage to confess his
real identity and feelings to yuuki s brother and will yuuki s brother be able to accept sakuya
for who he really is find out in you haven t seen the best of me a light hearted rom com sure to
make you smile

Waru

2007

diagnosed with a life threatening disease joe figures that the last chance he has of ever making
a name for himself is to kidnap a politician s son demand an insane amount for the ransom escape
to the south sea islands with the money and die partying with booze in one hand and a beautiful
babe on the other but can you say stockholm syndrome things don t turn out as joe planned when
the kidnap victim yuushi begins to develop feelings for him which one is the captor and which one
is the captive

Ωにだけはなりたくない！！ ～異世界転生したら姉のBL漫画の中でした～【分冊版】(7)

2018-11-27
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An Unmapped Country, Somewhere In This World (Yaoi Manga)

2019-11-12

this is a kiss for my seven years of love for you letting his curiosity guide him on a trip
around the world shin s hard work has allowed him to infiltrate a land completely cut off from
the world the unmapped country oraie in a country filled with mystery shin meets the noble young
king musutia and his cool and refined servant the beauty noe in order to save the life of musutia
infected with a near fatal disease unique to oraie shin bears witness to the repeated practice of
a healing kiss between lord and retainer in wake of noe s burning lust will shin will a day come
when lord and vassal can kiss for love before they both go crazy from yearning penned with all of
taino nikke s power of craft we give you a beautiful tale of fated love in a small fantastical
land

The Boy Can’t Help It (Yaoi Manga)

2018-08-14

college student junya accidentally intrudes on his gay childhood friend and roommate akiyoshi
while he s in the midst of a steamy hookup junya finds he can t tear his eyes away from his
friend s o face or stop appreciating his rough pace in bed akiyoshi protests but junya eventually
seduces his reluctant roommate into some hot groping and a little anal play to boot so why does
akiyoshi continue to refuse to seal the deal also includes a short story about a manic romantic
and his ever positive boyfriend viz media

Blue Morning, Vol. 8 (Yaoi Manga)

2019-03-15

in kamakura where traces of akihito s predecessor still linger the days until akihito s departure
for england pass mired in memories of conflict and misunderstandings having confronted his past
katsuragi finally reveals his true feelings telling akihito that two years away is too long when
akihito hands him a ticket to accompany him to england will katsuragi throw caution to the wind
or are his ties to the kuze house too strong viz media

A Strange and Mystifying Story, Vol. 4 (Yaoi Manga)

2021-09-14

thanks to his grandmother s trickery high school student tsumugi has been betrothed to master
kurayori the family s guardian deity although kurayori is rather miffed over the deception
tsumugi is serious about his relationship with the guardian deity and about saving his home
however as the two spend more time together nothing seems to change what s an inexperienced high
school student betrothed to a very reluctant fox spirit to do viz media

Rule No. 1 Complete Version (Yaoi / BL Manga)

2013-07-10

the moment we realized that we both like men a special rule was born between us first we should
keep a secret about us being gay second we should not fall in love with each other rio has been
secretly watching this attractive classmate etsu for quite a long time etsu has a complicated



character but his face is just rio s type regardless it has been decided by the destiny that they
could not be together no matter how attracted they are to each other after all they are both
bottom still aren t rules made to be broken enjoy the complete volume of rule no 1 series a
masterpiece by the reversible couple enthusiast sachi murakami

Black or White, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)

2018-07-05

shin is a brand new actor unfairly typecast as a villain and shige his secret lover since college
is a rising star who often gets the role of the heartthrob good guy with shige s popularity on
the rise and shin s awkward personality making him resemble the villains he plays the two can t
risk being seen together for fear of tainting shige s image and to complicate matters further
their relationship has lacked physical intimacy since their disastrous first time together every
good role needs its conflict but will this couple call it a wrap when they suddenly find
themselves in the spotlight viz media

His Favorite, Vol. 5 (Yaoi Manga)

2018-07-05

awkward yoshida s life got flipped upside down when the hottest guy in school started hanging
around him sato may have strong feelings for yoshida but the girls in school just can t take a
hint what crazy antics will they use to try and woo sato this time viz media

You Haven't Seen The Best Of Me! Vol.16 (Yaoi Manga)

2019-12-10

if all the world s a stage then are all the men and women really merely players for sakuya it all
started out as an innocent game why don t you pretend to be a girl and approach my brother yuuki
said that s a great idea responded sakuya who unbeknownst to him would begin to discover he and
yuuki s brother shared not only many things in common but mutual feelings for each other known as
sakura to yuuki s brother sakuya finds himself caught between a rock and a hard place as his
feelings for yuuki s brother continue to increase will sakuya have the courage to confess his
real identity and feelings to yuuki s brother and will yuuki s brother be able to accept sakuya
for who he really is find out in you haven t seen the best of me a light hearted rom com sure to
make you smile

You Haven't Seen The Best Of Me! Vol.1 (Yaoi Manga)

2012-06-21

if all the world s a stage then are all the men and women really merely players for sakuya it all
started out as an innocent game why don t you pretend to be a girl and approach my brother yuuki
said that s a great idea responded sakuya who unbeknownst to him would begin to discover he and
yuuki s brother shared not only many things in common but mutual feelings for each other known as
sakura to yuuki s brother sakuya finds himself caught between a rock and a hard place as his
feelings for yuuki s brother continue to increase will sakuya have the courage to confess his
real identity and feelings to yuuki s brother and will yuuki s brother be able to accept sakuya
for who he really is find out in you haven t seen the best of me a light hearted rom com sure to
make you smile

Seven Days: Monday–Sunday (Yaoi Manga)

2020-12-08

on a whim high school third year yuzuru shino asks out first year toji seryo who is notorious for
being a weeklong lover he ll date the first girl to ask him out monday morning and then promptly
dump her by the following monday the boys start dating and by tuesday the first inklings of
attraction hit can these two put words to their feelings before monday comes or are old habits
too hard to break viz media

LOVE!! (Yaoi Manga)

2012-09-19

excellent grades excellent athletic eminence very popular student yuzen shindo fell in love with
the beauty of the cool student council chairman rei omiya at first sight yuzen fell for rei when
he realized that he was lovely because of his pride yuzen expression of love is dynamic and
erotic rei is always drawing away from him well they do say that opposites attract high school
love comedy

Drops of Desire (Yaoi Manga)

2021-10-26

on what should be a routine trip to the nurse s office yuzuru walks in on school nurse kokuyo as
he s ravaging one of yuzuru s fellow classmates unable to stay away from the dangerous yet
charismatic man yuzuru finds himself an unwilling resident of the nurse s office unable to resist
the onslaught of pleasure kokuyo subjects him to or escape the confines of its walls will yuzuru
s fear be overcome by the fleeting displays of warmth this mysterious man gives him or will the
realization that this man isn t everything he seems have yuzuru fighting for escape viz media



Punch Up!, Vol. 6 (Yaoi Manga)

2022-05-10

back when architect motoharu maki was just starting out he nursed a one sided crush on another
his former mentor mibu his current love kouta is shocked to find out that unlike motoharu s usual
type mibu is sophisticated and austere and even though kouta trusts motoharu and believes he will
be faithful he can t help but feel a little shaken what else doesn t he know about motoharu and
should he be worried now that mibu is back in motoharu s life viz media

Matching Our Answers (Yaoi Manga)

2018-07-05

on that night he was driven out to the street ritsuya met his eternal admiration mayato it was
just a short meeting but these two boys in pain finally found the best comfort on each other
sealing their bond for the years after but how would they survive in the world of irresponsible
adults matching our answers is a modern bl with a taste of classic unfortunate children folk
tales that resolves on the idea of love and pain

Bond of Dreams, Bond of Love, Vol. 2 (Yaoi Manga)

2018-07-05

irritated by his own carnal impulses ryomei rejects ao but how will ao react when he finds out
ryomei may have a marriage arrangement in the works and what will ryomei do when another boy who
looks just like ao appears on the scene there s a lot more to come in this crazy series of not so
unrequited love viz media

The Night Beyond the Tricornered Window, Vol. 9 (Yaoi Manga)

2007

a cryptic message from fellow exorcist erika hiura arrives at hiyakawa and mikado s office the
team works together to discover the true identity of the professor but hiyakawa has other less
upstanding ideas when mikado points out the crudeness of it all hiyakawa pushes him away right
into a cursed pond viz media

His Favorite, Vol. 12 (Yaoi Manga)

2021-07-27

awkward yoshida s life got flipped upside down when the hottest guy in school started going out
with him things should be easier for yoshida now that his whole class knows about his
relationship but it s never that simple with sato as a boyfriend there s always something or
someone getting in the way of their relationship taking the next step can these lovebirds get
even closer by ringing in the new year together viz media

You Haven't Seen The Best Of Me! Vol.8 (Yaoi Manga)

2023-09-12

if all the world s a stage then are all the men and women really merely players for sakuya it all
started out as an innocent game why don t you pretend to be a girl and approach my brother yuuki
said that s a great idea responded sakuya who unbeknownst to him would begin to discover he and
yuuki s brother shared not only many things in common but mutual feelings for each other known as
sakura to yuuki s brother sakuya finds himself caught between a rock and a hard place as his
feelings for yuuki s brother continue to increase will sakuya have the courage to confess his
real identity and feelings to yuuki s brother and will yuuki s brother be able to accept sakuya
for who he really is find out in you haven t seen the best of me a light hearted rom com sure to
make you smile

You Haven't Seen The Best Of Me! Vol.20 (Yaoi Manga)

2022-03-22

if all the world s a stage then are all the men and women really merely players for sakuya it all
started out as an innocent game why don t you pretend to be a girl and approach my brother yuuki
said that s a great idea responded sakuya who unbeknownst to him would begin to discover he and
yuuki s brother shared not only many things in common but mutual feelings for each other known as
sakura to yuuki s brother sakuya finds himself caught between a rock and a hard place as his
feelings for yuuki s brother continue to increase will sakuya have the courage to confess his
real identity and feelings to yuuki s brother and will yuuki s brother be able to accept sakuya
for who he really is find out in you haven t seen the best of me a light hearted rom com sure to
make you smile

Waru (Yaoi Manga)

2015-07-15

joe the thug wants to go down in a blaze of glory diagnosed with a life threatening disease he
figures that the last chance he has of ever making a name for himself is to kidnap a politician s
son demand an insane amount for the ransom escape to the south sea islands with the money and die
partying with booze in one hand and a beautiful babe on the other but can you say stockholm
syndrome things don t turn out as joe planned when the kidnap victim yuushi begins to develop



feelings for him which one is the captor and which one is the captive p 4 of jacket

The Night Beyond the Tricornered Window, Vol. 8 (Yaoi Manga)

2022-07-12

a cryptic message from fellow exorcist erika hiura arrives at hiyakawa and mikado s office the
team works together to discover the true identity of the professor but hiyakawa has other less
upstanding ideas when mikado points out the crudeness of it all hiyakawa pushes him away right
into a cursed pond viz media

Do As You Like

2018-07-05

reuniting with the person he s always loved just for a night at school the school nurse at an all
boys school itoya tokuyoshi receives the super direct love call from the handsome and confident
to top it off a high spec high school celebrity kiyotsugu tsuruga although itoya dislikes younger
men he s brought to completion so many times leaving him to drown in the waves of pleasure even
though his partner is younger than him and still a student the ultimate younger seme erotic
romance brought to you by choke kabutomaru

SUPER NATURAL (Yaoi Manga)

2018-07-05

beauty school students noburu and daichi are always together from their dorms to their group of
friends however something makes noburu start thinking of daichi as more than a friend unable to
be honest about his feelings noburu ends up being mean to daichi who unable to understand where
he is coming from feels at a loss from this stretched relationship their feelings start to drift
apart sorry for thinking i might like you etsuko s new novel focuses on that instant where the
friendship between two straight guys turns into a romance this series has been published in japan
since 2014 which japanese title name is super natural

YAMADA AND THE BOY (Yaoi Manga)

2017-11-14

on christmas night on his way home from work yamada age 26 picked up the drunk and crying high
schooler chihiro a boy worried about his attraction to those of the same sex a straight working
man and a gay high school student in this long awaited work from artist ori mito a spontaneous
meeting between two people blooms into a romance that transcends gender

His Favorite, Vol. 13 (Yaoi Manga)

2018-07-05

awkward yoshida s life got flipped upside down when the hottest guy in school started going out
with him things should be easier for yoshida now that his whole class knows about his
relationship but it s never that simple with sato as a boyfriend yoshida and sato seem to be
getting along well these days but when they each start receiving attention from the cute girls in
class rising insecurities may put their relationship in jeopardy viz media

The Night Beyond the Tricornered Window, Vol. 10 (Yaoi Manga)

2013-01-08

when hiyakawa is imprisoned with the professor mikado enlists the rest of the group doing
everything in his power to rescue him when mikado finally encounters the professor he s forced to
confront who the man really is after overcoming a strong attack mikado is able to reach hiyakawa
allowing him to speak to him from the depths of his soul read on for the thrilling conclusion of
the night beyond the tricornered window viz media

The Teijo Academy (Yaoi Manga)

2007-02-20

follow the story of haruta who just wants to support his ex nachi and so enrols in teijo academy
the academy part isn t just a name it s complete with all the trappings of the upper classes
there s even an elite four who each excel at a different virtue moral uprightness along with
physical academic and artistic ability as the next in line in a family of politicians spanning
generations haruta s partner nachi is expected to also venture into the political world and so to
make this happen he breaks up with haruta and enters teijo academy to follow in his father s
footsteps despite having broken up with nachi haruta follows him to teijo hoping to support him
in his political endeavors but teijo academy is for elites where haruta s sense of what is normal
doesn t apply

Love Stage!!, Vol. 2 (Yaoi Manga)

izumi sena is an average guy born into a family of famous celebrities a college student and total
otaku he works hard every day with the goal of someday becoming a manga creator but right now he
s somehow found himself stuck doing a commercial with popular actor ryoma ichijo to make matters
worse ryoma makes the situation even more awkward by professing his undying love izumi tries to
convince him they should first start out as friends but somehow things get more intimate has the



romance flag finally been raised viz media

Moon & Sun, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)

masahiro heir to a yakuza syndicate has been skating through life without much purpose when he
stumbles one night into the drag club where his childhood friend hana works the drunk and
obnoxious masahiro causes such a stir that the beautiful owner of the club is forced to deal with
the yakuza brat themself is one good spanking all it will take to put the heir apparent on the
right path in life and love viz media

You Haven't Seen The Best Of Me! Vol.12 (Yaoi Manga)

if all the world s a stage then are all the men and women really merely players for sakuya it all
started out as an innocent game why don t you pretend to be a girl and approach my brother yuuki
said that s a great idea responded sakuya who unbeknownst to him would begin to discover he and
yuuki s brother shared not only many things in common but mutual feelings for each other known as
sakura to yuuki s brother sakuya finds himself caught between a rock and a hard place as his
feelings for yuuki s brother continue to increase will sakuya have the courage to confess his
real identity and feelings to yuuki s brother and will yuuki s brother be able to accept sakuya
for who he really is find out in you haven t seen the best of me a light hearted rom com sure to
make you smile

You Haven't Seen The Best Of Me! Vol.7 (Yaoi Manga)

if all the world s a stage then are all the men and women really merely players for sakuya it all
started out as an innocent game why don t you pretend to be a girl and approach my brother yuuki
said that s a great idea responded sakuya who unbeknownst to him would begin to discover he and
yuuki s brother shared not only many things in common but mutual feelings for each other known as
sakura to yuuki s brother sakuya finds himself caught between a rock and a hard place as his
feelings for yuuki s brother continue to increase will sakuya have the courage to confess his
real identity and feelings to yuuki s brother and will yuuki s brother be able to accept sakuya
for who he really is find out in you haven t seen the best of me a light hearted rom com sure to
make you smile

A Strange and Mystifying Story, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)

akio yamane s bloodline is cursed or at least that s what his relatives would have people think
now feverish and delusional from a terminal illness akio accidentally summons his family s
guardian deity little did he know this sinfully hot god would appear naked sporting ears and a
tail wait until akio finds out the unconventional and rather intimate manner his protector plans
on using to cure him viz media

Scent Of Spring (Yaoi Manga)

with a beautiful face and delicate build he comes in every month on the same day to buy flowers
but who are they for should i get the nerve to talk to him or would it be weird to talk to him
after all this time guided by the small of spring the buds that have sprouted in their two hearts
burst into bloom outside of the title story an eruption of high school fantasies sweet agonizing
love at the age of 17 and new works all included in this complete collection of short stories
this series has been published in japan since 2008 which japanese title name is haru no nioi

You Haven't Seen The Best Of Me! Vol.19 (Yaoi Manga)

if all the world s a stage then are all the men and women really merely players for sakuya it all
started out as an innocent game why don t you pretend to be a girl and approach my brother yuuki
said that s a great idea responded sakuya who unbeknownst to him would begin to discover he and
yuuki s brother shared not only many things in common but mutual feelings for each other known as
sakura to yuuki s brother sakuya finds himself caught between a rock and a hard place as his
feelings for yuuki s brother continue to increase will sakuya have the courage to confess his
real identity and feelings to yuuki s brother and will yuuki s brother be able to accept sakuya
for who he really is find out in you haven t seen the best of me a light hearted rom com sure to
make you smile

Punch Up!, Vol. 3 (Yaoi Manga)

the relationship between architect motoharu maki and ironworker worker kouta ohki has settled
down into a happy routine but motoharu is still battling feelings of jealousy over kouta meeting
up again with first love yuya kouta swears it s over but now that yuya s boss is motoharu s new
client the two ex lovers see each other more than ever is kouta really over his first love or are
motoharu s feelings of jealousy justified includes a 25 page bonus story of a day in the couple s
steamy love life viz media

Peak Romance (Yaoi Manga)

a temp worker named kei spends all his time on self improvement in the hope of landing a top
class lover he slacks off at work never does overtime and clocks out right on schedule to head to
a cooking class whenever he needs to satisfy his pent up energy he calls up his childhood friend



tsugitsugu who indulges him in casual sex br one day he meets the super handsome ekihito at a
mixer he seems like the man of his dreams but then kei finds out that ekihito collects lovers as
though he s trying to put together some some kind of harem which should he choose status or love
a love triangle story that keeps you guessing on every page

Don’t Worry Mama
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